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Exodus to Shanghai by FashionTV Films by Michel Adam had its European Screening on 
12FEB at the EFM during the Berlinale. The film received a standing ovation and Buyers 
and Media alike were fascinated by the action and romance packed feature film. The 
screening was attended by International Buyers, Film Festivals and Journalists alike.

An afterparty and additional screening was held at the world renowned The Pearl Club in 
Berlin, with a special collaboration with German celebrity Michael Ammer. After continuous 
applause from the viewers, the main actors of Exodus to Shanghai Yaara Benbenishty, 
Alexandre Nguyen, Jahni Raz, Markus von Lingen, David Lipper, David Yu, director 
Anthony Hickox and president of FashionTV Michel Adam were met by a floodlight of 
flashes for the Presswall. Jahni Raz, who plays Rivka in the film, performed the title song 
‘Bei Mir bist du Schoen’ to a stunned crowd and camera teams.

The team from FashionTV Films by Michel Adam located in office 260 at the Marriott has 
received overwhelming interest in purchase of rights for the film, as well as interest from 
producers to continue another series.

Visit Exodus to Shanghai at Office 260 Marriott till 18FEB for more information and 
collaboration interest for your region.

Exodus to Shanghai Logline: Extremists have killed people throughout history just because of their beliefs. 
Vienna 1938: the Chinese consul, issues visas to Austrian Jews, defies his superiors, risks his life and fights 
alongside the Jewish resistance. Based on actual events. This never told true story, of heroism and self-sacrifice, 
is more relevant today than it's ever been. TRAILER

For more information on Exodus to Shanghai visit MichelAdam.tv or contact Victoria@ftv.com
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